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Welcome to Orion Fan’s inaugural
issue of Cool Ideas; a newsletter
designed to inform you about new
products that can help solve your
next design challenge. We hope
you enjoy our cool ideas and look
forward to your feedback and
inquiries.

Shortest Lead Times in North America

With the industry’s largest non-dedicated
stock of AC and DC fans, combined with
worldwide JIT delivery services, and our
network of global distribution partners, we
guarantee you will get the fan you need
when you need it! We cross to most
competitor fan models, so why deal with
the long lead times!

Click here for RFQ

 

 Orion Fans’ new web site is designed to save you time and enable you to quickly find
the right cooling solution for your application. Packed with the latest product
information, the site is very easy to navigate. Check out our new tools like FIND YOUR
FAN, a parametric search tool where you can search for the fan you need by voltage,
CFM and case size. Or, the CHECK STOCK AND BUY feature where you can buy
directly from one of our authorized distributors.

 

 

High Performance DC Vane Axial Fans
for High Pressure Environments

With the ability to maximize airflow in
nearly sealed enclosures (up to 283 CFM),
Orion Fans’ Vane Axial DC fans provide
superior airflow in high static pressure
environments. Priced at 10-30% less than
the competition, these high performance
fans are designed for networking and
telecommunications equipment, industrial
cabinets and medical imaging equipment,
and are available in frame sizes
120x38mm, 92x38mm, 80x38mm and
60x38mm.

For additional product features and specifications
>>

SpotCool DIN Rail

You spoke and we listened! With multiple
requests for a fan solution easily mounted to
a DIN rail for industrial cabinets and
enclosures, Orion Fans designed the OD132-
spot/DIN. The patent pending SpotCool fan
provides directed airflow up to 120 CFM and
is a simple solution to supplemental area
cooling, emergency cooling and off-hour
applications. The OD1232-spot/DIN is in
stock now and available through Allied
Electronics.

For additional product features and specifications >>

 




